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Things Around Me: Man Made Objects

The purpose of this project was to explore the lines, and contour shapes of man-made objects and buildings.  
I observed several items around me, and photographed them.  For my final piece, I combined the lines and 
shapes of two objects:  the rails on the door of the Memphis Brooks Museum, and a light bulb with its light 

source in my bedroom.  Last I cut out the outlines of the combine objects thus creating this final work of art on 
11 x 15 bristol paper.
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Wonders of Nature

In this project I observed the forms, shapes and lines of natural living things.  I went to the Memphis Zoo to 
acquire inspiration, and insight for the bases of my design.  I decided to use the penguin as the main layout of 

my design.   I also utilize the turtle’s shell, and the plants by the crocodile’s habitat within the zoo.  I have drawn 
the shapes of the plants, and turtle shells over the shape of the penguin.   Then I cut out the outlines to create a 

2 Dimensional illusion on 11 x 15 bristol paper.  
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The Collage of Life
I created this 11 x 15 collage to connect the Man Made Objects and the Wonders of Nature projects together 

as one piece.  I utilized cutouts of different magazine articles.  I carefully selected different colors, tones and 
patterns to coherently flow top to bottom.  My focal point in this collage is the eye in the middle of the design.  

The cool colors flow from top right to bottom right while the hot colors flow from middle top towards and 
around the eye in the middle.
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Illusions of 3-D

In this design, I created an illusion of three dimensions using achromatic colors and various shapes.  I 
design the shapes from the outlines of the paper towards the middle from large to small.  This created 
a depth in perspective and emphasized the focal point in the design.  The achromatic colors used, black, 

white and two shades of grey, also assisted in creating this illusion of depth.  I used acrylic paint on a 16 x 
12 illustration board.
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Flowing Wonder
In this project I explored figure and ground relationship by utilizing the alphabet “J” in alternating angles.  
I wanted the pattern to flow like water but maintain an asymmetric layout of the letterform.  I used 
acrylic paint for this project on a 12 x 12 illustration board.  I used various combinations of the letter 
forms to achieve the ultimate layout of this project. 

Painted Project 1
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Concocting From Inspiration
In this project I acquired inspiration from Georges Seurats painting “A Sunday Afternoon on the Island 
of La Grand Latte”, 1884.   Based on the lines, perspective and shades of the painting I designed 
several layouts using only shapes and different lines weights.  I also kept in mind the focal point of the 
layout and the color scheme, which consists of white, black and muted purple.  I use cut out paper for 
this project glued to a white board.
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Law and Order

I explored the laws of visual unity in this piece.  The laws of similarity, proximity, and continuity are the 
visual orders I am exemplifying in this piece.  The theme I wanted to portray in my design is a playful 
scene between putti and ram.  The color scheme consists of primarily of browns and whites.  I painted 
this design on three 5 x 5 illustration boards attach on a black 19 x 7 foam board. 
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Progressive Transformation

In this design I explored patterns using color and progressive rhythm.  My motifs I used for this work 
are fruits and houses.  I basically transformed the fruit into a house and back into fruit.  The color 
schemes used were complimentary of yellow, reds, and earth tones.  I wanted to add flair and play in 
the layout of the design by adding a sense of continuation to the layout towards the mouth.  I painted 
this design with acrylic paint on 18 x 6 illustration board.

Sketch
Final Work
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Travel To a Far Off Place

In this Final project I decided to create a postcard and poster of a tourist location in Africa.  The country 
I decided to research and create a design of was Khartoum, Sudan.  The color schemes used in these 
pieces are browns, blues, whites and colors of the country flag, which are red, green and black.  I 
wanted the designs to be patriotic to their country, and showcase the beautiful landmarks and people.  
The postcards and Poster are painted with acrylic paint on 4.25 x 6 and 11 x 17 Illustration boards.
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